Conclusion
Thank you for coming for a walk through the city with me to
explore the homeless issue. I encourage you to buy a gift
and give it to a homeless person to help them out.

Student Work from Mr Crum’s Class
The Homeless
By Lilly Saunders
Introduction
Have you ever experienced homelessness? We will define
homelessness as a person who lacks a fixed, regular and
adequate night time place to sleep. We will explore the
causes of homelessness, public perceptions (people’s
attitude to homelessness) and common health issues.
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Space
By Noah Scott

Introduction
Have you every been to space before? Space is an endless void
Causes of Homelessness
which contains planets and galaxies which make up the universe.
We will look at some of the reasons why people become
In this presentation, we will be exploring orbits, supernovas and
homeless. Generally there are three main reasons, which
are, lack of affordable housing, unemployment, and poverty. how far the planets are from the sun.
Orbits
More than half of low income families are experiencing
rental stress. Extreme poverty is the strongest predictor of In this paragraph we will describe how planets orbit in our solar
homelessness. This is important because knowing about
system. An orbit in the curved path of a celestial object or spacethese causes helps the government to make decisions. On craft around a star or planet. Earth’s orbit around the sun is 365
Census night in 2016, more than 116,000 people were
days.
estimated to be homeless in Australia.
The closer to the sun, the shorter the orbit. Neptune has the
longest orbit in our solar system. It takes 165 Earth years to
Public Perception
orbit the sun. Whereas, Mercury only takes 88 days to orbit the
Public perception is how societies view or react to somesun.
thing. For example, public perception of homelessness
Supernovas
shows there are different types of groups that think different Supernovas are exploding stars.
ways about homelessness. There are groups of people that Supernovas occur when its balance of
do not care about it and ones that think about them all the
gravity pushing in on the star and the
time. Changing the public perception of homelessness is
heat and pressure pushing outward
important as it will help to get rid of the stigma associated
from the stars core. When a star runs
with it.
out of fuel, it cools off. This causes
the pressure to drop. Gravity wins out and the star suddenly
Common Health Issues for the Homeless
collapses.
Common health issues for the homeless are the result of
How far planets are from the sun?
living on the streets. Lung disease is a disease that infects

Mercury is 69.795 million kms
the lungs and makes people unwell. The following are

Venus is 108.76 million kms
percentages of lung disease in homeless people:

Earth is 150.76 million kms
asthma 24%, chronic bronchitis 19%, and COPD (Chronic

Mars is 248.38 million kms
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease) - emphysema 4%.
Sadly, homeless people often don’t know they are sick.

Jupiter is 751.4 million kms

Saturn is 1.4849 billion kms
The following are some common health issues: malnutrition,

Uranus is 2.9523 billion kms
mental health issues, wounds and skin infections. The

Neptune is 4.4751 billion kms
homeless are prone to getting wounds and skin infection

Pluto is 39.5 astronomical units
diseases. These diseases are usually related to poor foot
Fun
Facts
hygiene, inadequate footwear and excessive moisture.
One new space suit costs $100,000,000.
It takes 240 million years for a supernova to happen.
Helping the Homeless
In 2006, Pluto was downgraded to a “dwarf planet”.
Some of the best things to give to the homeless are:
Conclusion
•
Socks and gloves
Thank you for reading my essay about space. We explored
•
Unscented baby wipes
around the galaxy to
•
Toilet paper
learn about different
•
Bags
space topics. We ex•
Water bottles
plored supernovas,
•
Food
orbits and the planets
•
Clothes and shoes
distance from the Sun.
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School Reminders:Drive By Babyshower
Friday 17.9.21
~~~~~~~
School Council Meeting
postponed till
Friday 8.10.21 at 3.15pm
~~~~~~~
School Camp
18.10.21 to 20.10.21
~~~~~~~
Halloween Disco
Thursday 28.10.21

Miss Audino and Miss Mott - we warmly
welcome Miss Audino to our wonderful school.
Mrs Audino will be teaching the Prep, 1, 2
class from Term 4 while Miss Mott is on
maternity leave.
We wish Miss Mott all the best on the birth of
her first child. We are looking forward to
seeing lots of photos and having you visit.

School Term Dates
T3 - 12.7.21 to 17.9.21
T4 - 4.10.21 to 17.12.21

Thank you gift to families - cookie boxes
have been put together for families to show
our appreciation of their help during home
learning. These can be picked up from the
school if you haven’t received one yet.
Thank you Shae, Jenny and Tash for putting
these gifts together.

Friday lunch orders
Will be available from the
Nangiloc Store. This
week’s special is:
•

Plain hotdog $6

•

Loaded hotdog $7

Thank you to Raiden and Cate - for the
delicious home made ice-cream they brought
into the school today for everyone to enjoy.

Please supply cash
money on the day for
these orders.

~~~~~~~
Kinder Playgroup - is on
Monday 20th September.
Yes we are meeting in
school holidays! Current
COVID rural rules permits
playgroups meeting. So
see you there. Any
questions please call
Sheena 0447 530 356.

Drive By Babyshower - Miss Mott and her
partner Will are expecting their first bundle of
joy in October.
As a school community we would love to
celebrate this event with a Drive By
Babyshower. If you would like to participate,
please drive by on Friday 17th of September
during school hours and bring in a fun or
practical baby gift.
We thank you kindly in advance for your
support.

Kaitlyn - Friday 24th of Sept
Amelia - Sunday 3rd of Oct
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School Calendar

Below is our school calendar showing upcoming events.
If you would like anything added to this calendar can you please let Ben know.
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Monday
6/09/2021
Kinder Playgroup
9.30am

Tuesday
7-Sep

Wednesday
Thursday
8/09/2021
9-Sep
Enviro School Activities

Friday
10-Sep
Pot Luck Dinner

Saturday
11-Sep

Sunday
12-Sep

13-Sep

14-Sep

15-Sep

16-Sep

17/09/2021
PIN's activities

18-Sep

19-Sep

20/09/2021
Kinder Playgroup
9.30am

21-Sep

22-Sep

23-Sep

24-Sep

25-Sep

26-Sep

27-Sep

28-Sep

29-Sep

30-Sep

1-Oct

2-Oct

3-Oct

4/10/2021
Kinder Playgroup
9.30am

5-Oct

6-Oct

7-Oct

8-Oct
School Council
Meeting 3.15pm

9-Oct

10-Oct
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